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Abstract

This paper presents the development, implementation, and commissioning of two different Energy Management Sys-
tems (EMSs) for the Canadian Renewable Energy Laboratory (CANREL), a microgrid testbed located in Guelph, ON,
Canada, for the existing hardware, software, and communication infrastructure, which constrained the implementation
options. A Rule-based EMS (RBEMS), which is typically found in microgrid controllers nowadays, and an implemen-
tation of an Optimization-based EMS (OBEMS), which is not usual in today’s controllers, are proposed, tested, and
demonstrated in the microgrid testbed. The RBEMS consists of a state machine that represents the commitment of
different genset units in the system and the curtailment of load and renewable generation. The OBEMS is based on a unit
commitment model for microgrids that minimizes the generation and curtailment costs, while operating the microgrid
equipment according to technical limits. Both EMS systems are integrated into a Python application which integrates
various open-source packages and solvers, making it affordable, flexible and easy to replicate and upgrade. The successful
implementation and performance of the EMSs is discussed, showing that the components of the microgrid follow the
dispatch commands, with the OBEMS yielding better overall results than the RBEMS, as expected, using the existing
communications links and maintaining the stability of the microgrid.
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1. Introduction

Microgrids have been shown to efficiently integrate dis-
tributed generation resources and loads, using centralized
and decentralized controls that compensate the variabil-
ity of renewables to maintain system stability. Initially
conceived for operation in remote areas and military fa-
cilities, the applications of microgrids are numerous today
in universities, factories, and commercial building. New
microgrid developments are being built around the world
as the capital costs of renewable generation and storage
technologies continue to drop [1]; from 2015 to 2018, the
number of identified microgrid projects has grown 57.13%
from 1437 to 2258, and total installed capacity has grown
31.55%, from 13400 MW to 19575 MW [2, 3].

The growing use of microgrids as a vehicle to integrate
distributed energy resources involves the use of controllers
with integrated Energy Management Systems (EMSs) for
proper asset management and efficient system operation.
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There are two main categories of EMSs: Rule-based EMS
(RBEMS) and Optimization-based EMS (OBEMS). A
RBEMS allocates the resources of the microgrid using pre-
defined logical rules so that the energy produced by renew-
able resources can be adequately delivered or stored. An
OBEMS is more sophisticated, and usually implements an
optimization-based Unit Commitment (UC) model that
considers several technical constraints while minimizing
the operation costs.

Testing the performance of such systems under close-
to-real-life conditions to identify stability and communi-
cation issues becomes very important, before wide-spread
deployment of these controllers commences. Such testing
is usually performed with Real Time Simulators (RTSs)
and/or physical simulation testbeds [4]. The former can
simulate the real-time electrical behaviour of power sys-
tems, and interface with external controllers and protec-
tion devices to verify their performance under realistic con-
ditions, whereas the latter includes real generation and
storage systems, load banks, and controllable inverters to
simulate the actual behaviour of a microgrid under dif-
ferent conditions and to also test external controllers and
protection devices.

Examples of RTSs that are used to test EMSs are found
in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. These works use these simulators to model
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Nomenclature

Sets

Tt Set of prediction steps at time t

Sub- and Super-Indices

, Maximum and minimum limit

b Battery

cur Curtailment

d Diesel genset unit

gen Generation

in Input (charging)

kt Prediction step at time t

lb Load bank

out Output (discharging)

pvs PV simulator

ws Wind simulator

Parameters

∆tkt Time interval at step kt [h]

η Battery efficiency

ag, bg Linear and constant term factors of diesel
genset’s cost function [$/kWh, $/h]

Ccur Curtailment costs [$/kWh]

Csup, Csdn Start-up and shut-down costs [$]

Mdn Minimum down time [h]

Mup Minimum up time [h]

Plb Active power demand of load bank [p.u.]

Ppvs Active power output of PV simulator [p.u.]

Pws Active power output of wind simulator [p.u.]

Rdn Maximum ramp down [p.u./h]

Rup Maximum ramp up [p.u./h]

Rs Reserve factor [%]

t Input update time [s]

Variables

Drt Diesel runtime

Gcur Generation curtailment signal

J Objective variable

KD Diesel genset dispatch factor

Lcur Load curtailment signal

P Active power output of generation units [p.u.]

SoC State of charge [%]

U Start-up decision variable (1=ON)

V Shut-down decision variable (1=OFF)

W Unit commitment decision variable (1=ON,
0=OFF)

the operation of ac and dc microgrids, but the studies that
are carried out and the interfaces with external devices
vary. In [5], a RTS is used to study the performance of
external controllers and protection systems for several op-
erating conditions of a microgrid, including faults, load
restoration, resynchronization, and islanding. The perfor-
mance of an external EMS controller for a grid-connected
microgrid that includes diesel gensets and batteries is stud-
ied through a RTS in [6], and similar studies for an indus-
trial microgrid, considering operation conditions such as
generation trip and load shedding, are presented in [7].
The authors in [8] conduct microgrid design and techni-
cal feasibility studies using a RTS to test all the SCADA
hardware and software, and the PLCs to be deployed in
the actual microgrid. Additionally, [9] proposes to inter-
face a RTS with fast FPGAs that emulate the dynamic
behavior of PV and battery inverters, in order to test EMS
controllers and physical relays under fault conditions. The
RTS tools presented in these papers show an adequate rep-
resentation of different elements of the microgrid; however,
in many cases, communication elements are not accurately
represented, and sometimes these simulators do not sup-

port power electronics converters with high switching fre-
quencies [10], which are important to test the performance
of actual microgrid controllers.

In contrast, several physical testbed facilities have been
created to assess various technical aspects of microgrids,
as has been thoroughly documented in [11] and [12]. How-
ever, few studies have been published on the use of physi-
cal microgrid testbeds to discuss the implementation and
evaluate the performance of EMSs. Of particular relevance
are [13] and [14], which report the experimental testing of
real-time EMSs in a local day-ahead energy framework for
isolated microgrids on the microgrid testbed of the Catalo-
nia Institute for Energy Research (IREC). These papers
include a RBEMS with no optimization [13], which are
typically found in today’s controllers, and a Mixed-integer
Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) OBEMS model that is
solved using an interior-point method [14], which are un-
usual in present commercial controllers. A full-scale mi-
crogrid demonstration project in Dongao island, China, for
testing a RBEMS, is presented in [15], where rules are de-
signed to maintain enough reserves in the system to serve
the load by committing two diesel genset units, connecting
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four wind turbines, and charging and discharging a battery
bank. Moreover, [16] depicts the testing of a Model Predic-
tive Control (MPC) approach for an OBEMS in a physical
microgrid testbed located in Athens, Greece, under dif-
ferent look-ahead windows. Although these works tested
different EMS models under close to real conditions, they
did not compare and contrast the performance of RBEMS
and OBEMS.

Another important aspect of microgrid EMS imple-
mentation is the performance of communication protocols
to control and supervise grid components. These pro-
tocols should provide simplicity and enough security to
allow the efficient interchange of data among controllers,
generators, loads, and measurement devices. In this con-
text, Internet of Things (IoT) protocols such as MQTT,
AMQP or DDS have shown potential in various micro-
grid applications, since they are conceived to interconnect
numerous devices with small payload and low energy con-
sumption [17]. In [18], a two-level IoT platform based
on Modbus and MQTT protocols is proposed to dynami-
cally compensate for neutral currents in unbalanced multi-
microgrid systems, showing a negligible effect of communi-
cation delays in the proposed controller performance. This
work is related to [19], in which a similar communication
platform is used to analyze an EMS in a multi-microgrid
system, studying the effects of centralized communication
delays, and proposing distributed control and communi-
cation approaches when the connection with the central
controller fails. Moreover, authors in [20] present a micro-
grid communication scheme based on the DDS protocol
and demonstrate its performance for microgrid islanding
and resynchronization, showing maximum delays between
7 to 9 cycles in state changes. For EMS implementations
in which message delays are not as critical as in protec-
tion or resynchronization the MQTT protocol used in this
work is appropriate, due to its simplicity, low overhead,
and good performance in constrained networks [17].

In summary, there are few reported comprehensive stud-
ies of general and practical EMS implementations, and
there is a large gap in the literature regarding testing
and comparison of EMSs on a full-scale physical testbed.
The latter is particularly important for validating the in-
teractions of controllers, communication networks, Dis-
tributed Generators (DGs), and power electronics convert-
ers. Moreover, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there
are very few works, such as [21, 22], that report the devel-
opment and implementation of EMS controllers based on
open-source programming tools, optimization solvers, and
communication protocols, which are important for facili-
tating further wide-spread deployment of microgrid tech-
nologies.

Based on these identified gaps, the objective of this
paper is to present the practical implementation, testing,
and comparison of a RBEMS and an OBEMS for iso-
lated operation at the Canadian Renewable Energy Lab-
oratory (CANREL), an existing microgrid testing facility
in Guelph, ON, Canada. As is the case with many com-

missioned facilities, the existing hardware, software, and
communication infrastructure cannot be modified, and any
external EMS systems must be designed to interface with
the existing software and communication protocols. This
is a scenario of significant practical relevance, and con-
strains the design possibilities relative to a new micro-
grid deployment. Our implementations use open source
software to interact with the existing control and com-
munication layers, and we demonstrate implementations
of two different and well-known EMS approaches: rule-
based EMS and optimization-based EMSs. It should be
mentioned that no new EMS algorithms nor uncertainty
management is investigated. Instead, our focus in this pa-
per is on the challenges one encounters when implementing
and testing popular EMSs in a real commissioned micro-
grid testbed. This addresses a gap in the literature of lack
of verification of EMS systems under realistic deployment
conditions. Moreover, this work provides insight into the
operational, communication, and computational issues as-
sociated with EMS real implementations that cannot be
discerned through simulation studies. Thus, the main con-
tributions of this paper are as follows:

� Demonstrate the feasibility of using open source pro-
gramming languages, optimization solvers and com-
munication protocols, with an existing and inflexible
hardware, software, and communication infrastruc-
ture, as a proof of concept for the practical develop-
ment of EMS controllers.

� Develop and compare two different EMS methods,
and illustrate their testing under different load and
generation conditions. In particular, our presenta-
tion highlights computation and communication is-
sues that must be considered for actual implementa-
tions.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
EMS for microgrids, particularly the general elements of
previous rule-based and optimization-based algorithms, and
describes the main characteristics of the CANREL micro-
grid facility. Section 3 presents the EMS algorithms de-
veloped in this work, and the implementation process in
Python for the testbed. The simulation results are pre-
sented and discussed in Section 4, and the main conclu-
sions of this work are highlighted in Section 5.

2. Background

2.1. Relevant EMS Models for Microgrids

This work focuses on centralized controllers for micro-
grids. If compared with decentralized controllers, these
have the advantage of incorporating global knowledge of
the system, so that asset management decisions can always
be optimal and supply-demand balance can be maintained,
which is critical in isolated microgrids. However, the com-
munication and computational burden is higher, since all
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measurements, setpoints and decisions are integrated in a
single controller [23]. The EMS function in microgrids,
which may be divided into UC and economic dispatch, is
a decision making process which minimizes system operat-
ing costs. Two approaches are typical for microgrid EMS
design: rules and optimization [24].

EMSs based on logical rules are the most typical and
straightforward in microgrids, and follow a decision tree
based on system state variables to compute the setpoints
of microgrid components. These EMSs can be based on
single rules that follow standard combinational or sequen-
tial logic (e.g., [25, 26]), or more advanced fuzzy-logic rules
(e.g., [27]). They can also follow several rules based on a
finite state machine, where the system responds to system
inputs that trigger new states with new sets of rules (e.g.,
[28, 29]).

EMSs based on optimization models minimize an ob-
jective function quantifying the operation costs of the mi-
crogrid, including fuel costs, start-up and shut-down costs,
curtailment costs, and emission costs, among others. This
minimization is subject to technical constraints that im-
pose operational limits on the microgrid assets [14, 16, 30].
The main constraint is the power balance, which guaran-
tees that generation and load are equal at all times. Other
typical constraints are DG active power limits, start-up
and shut-down minimum times, Energy Storage System
(ESS) State-of-charge (SoC) computation and limits, and
UC variables. In some cases, the EMS model integrates
an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) model and a UC model to
account for the effect of the distribution grid in the final
outcome of the algorithm [30]. In others, a MPC approach
is used to tackle the uncertainties of load and renewables
by running the EMS model repeatedly in a time scale of
minutes, considering the most recent forecast of these vari-
ables [16, 30].

2.2. Overview of Testing Facility

CANREL is a microgrid testbed located in Guelph,
Ontario, Canada, and described in detail in [31], is owned,
maintained and operated by Canadian Solar Inc. This mi-
crogrid testbed allows the testing of controllers, protection
systems, and DGs in real conditions, with a large range of
possibilities for load and generation settings. The facil-
ity is equipped with two controllable load banks of 100
kW/75 kVar, a diesel genset of 90 kVA, a Li-ion battery of
200 kWh and a maximum output of 200 kVA, a wind en-
ergy simulator of 100 kW, a Photovoltaic (PV) simulator
of 90 kW, a vertical axis wind generator of 3 kW, and a PV
array of 10 kW. Moreover, it has an Electric Vehicle (EV)
charger for testing the integration of electric transporta-
tion into microgrid environments, a grid simulator to test
the transition between grid connected and isolated mode
operations, a 25 kVar capacitor bank for voltage support,
and two connection bays with protection and control de-
vices to test different generation assets in the microgrid.
Since the testbed consists of physical power, control, and
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Figure 1: CANREL’s architecture.

communication interacting hardware and software compo-
nents, any issue encountered in these elements may impact
the performance of the entire system. Thus, the testbed
allows investigating the actual behavior of these compo-
nents under real phenomena, including communication de-
lays and protocols, computational issues, transient behav-
ior of loads and various generation sources, interaction and
operation of control and protection systems, which are not
all possible to model in simulation environments such as
those used in hardware-in-the-loop studies.

The existing facility was sized to test various possi-
ble microgrids that may be found in practice, including
a system fully fed by renewable generation with batter-
ies, which is the reason for the large battery compared
to other generation systems, as discussed in [31]. Fig. 1
depicts the single-line diagram of the CANREL testbed.
Note that the Li-ion battery is the largest capacity source
in the CANREL, by design, and that some components,
such as the capacitor bank, the EV charger, and the grid
simulator, are not used in the EMS tests described in the
next sections, since these are not necessary to test, demon-
strate, and compare the presented EMS algorithms.

An important aspect of the CANREL testbed is the
use of an open communication protocol known as MQTT
[32]. This is based on a publish/subscribe pattern that
facilitates the integration of equipment from different ven-
dors. The MQTT standard works on TCP/IP protocol
and requires a central broker server that receives messages
from Asset Controllers, which are communication proto-
col translators, and re-transmits the message to all agents
that are subscribed to the topics that categorize each mes-
sage. Each hardware device sends and receives data in a
particular protocol to and from an Asset Controller, which
converts them to the MQTT protocol and communicates
with the broker server through a TCP/IP interface using
Ethernet. For example, the diesel genset, the load bank,
and the wind simulator connect to the Asset Controller us-
ing Modbus on Ethernet, whereas the PV array and wind
turbine use Modbus on RS485. In this way, new com-
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ponents can be easily integrated into the microgrid and
several types of controllers can be tested using only one
protocol, significantly simplifying the development efforts.
A general overview of CANREL’s communication network
is shown in Fig. 2.

The central broker server of the CANREL implements
three types of MQTT message topics. The first category
describes the status of each component and is used within
the controller to verify the correct operation of the ele-
ment. The second category is used for measurements from
each circuit breaker in the microgrid, listing all electrical
variables such as voltage, current, frequency, and active,
reactive and apparent power. Finally, the third category
implements the control actions of each component to send
commands such as active and reactive power setpoints,
curtailment levels, lock/unlock signals, and fault resets.
Thanks to the aforementioned communication architecture
and the available message topics, a simple desktop, with
an Ethernet connection and the required permissions to
access the CANREL’s network and communicate with the
broker server, can be used to implement and test EMS al-
gorithms in the testbed. The EMS implementations are
described next, and are independent of the chosen pro-
gramming language, as long as it supports the MQTT
protocol.

3. EMS Algorithms

This section details two EMS algorithms which were
implemented in the CANREL. As the CANREL contains
only one physical diesel genset, a second diesel genset has
been modelled in the EMS algorithm, and the calculated
setpoints for the second diesel genset have been combined
with the wind and solar generation curves to control the
simulators during testing, as discussed in the next subsec-
tions. The main purpose of this approach is to increase the
availability of dispatchable, non-renewable sources, and
compare the performance of DG units with different cost
functions.

3.1. Rule-based EMS (RBEMS)

A RBEMS based on a state machine is used to dispatch
the units of the CANREL testbed, as depicted in Fig. 3.
This algorithm contains six different states, according to
the commitment of the two assumed diesel genset units,
and the curtailment of renewable generation or load re-
sources, depending on the operation conditions of the bat-
tery, which is the main source in this system. The following
are the states of the algorithm depicted in Fig. 3, based
on trying to minimize the use of the diesel genset:

� State 1—Battery Only : This is the normal state of
the microgrid given the size of the battery, and its
low operating costs, being called immediately after
starting the EMS. In this state, the battery is used
as the main source to balance supply and demand.
This state can either transition to States 2, 3 or 5,
according to the battery SoC. When the battery SoC
is low, the transition is made to States 2 and 3, which
commit Diesels 1 and 2, respectively. The order of
commitment between diesel gensets is defined by the
cost of the energy output required at the moment
at which the SoC reaches the minimum limit. This
energy is calculated so that it covers the load and
a constant amount of power to recover the battery
SoC, which in this case is assumed to be the mini-
mum output of the diesel gensets. In contrast, the
transition to State 5 is achieved when the battery
SoC reaches a maximum limit, as explained below.

� State 2—Diesel 1, and State 3—Diesel 2 : These
states are used respectively to commit Diesels 1 and
2, following a low battery SoC, since the microgrid
requires more resources to maintain the power bal-
ance.1 The transition from States 2 or 3 can be either
to State 4, or back to State 1. The change to State
4 is achieved when the load cannot be fulfilled com-
pletely by the committed diesel genset, or when the
reserve cannot be fulfilled entirely by the committed
unit. In general, the reserves are assumed to be 10%
of the load, 25% of the PV generation, and 50% of
the wind generation, as per [33]. The transition to
State 1 happens when the battery SoC reaches 20%
more than the minimum level and the diesel units
have operated for a longer time than their minimum
runtime, so that the battery has at least a minimum
amount of energy to keep the system running with-
out the diesel genset units. In this case, the turn off
signals of the corresponding diesel units are activated
to signal the transition to State 1.

� State 4—Diesel 1 and 2 : In this state, both the
Diesels 1 and 2 are committed to fulfill the load de-

1In the case of Diesel 1, the output at which the unit is committed
is held constant until the unit is turned off. This requirement is non-
standard, and is due to the particularities of Diesel 1 in CANREL,
which only responds to an initial PQ command when it is committed.
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mand and keep the reserve limits without the par-
ticipation of the battery. The main goal here is to
produce enough energy to feed the load and charge
the battery. When the system is operating in State
4, it can transition back to States 2 or 3, or to State
6, which represents load curtailment. The transition
to States 2 or 3 is done when the SoC has reached
a level 20% above the minimum limit, and the units
have run for a minimum time; the order between
States 2 or 3 is defined in terms of the unit that has
run for a longer time, since this is decommitted first.
The transition to State 6 occurs when the two diesel
gensets are not able to supply completely the load
demand.

� State 5—Renewable Generation Curtailment : This
state is activated when the available generation of
the PV or the wind cannot be stored in the battery,
since its SoC has reached a maximum limit. In this
state, both renewables are turned off to accelerate
the discharging of the battery. It transitions back
to State 1 when the battery is discharged to a level
20% below the maximum limit. It is important to
mention that in actual isolated microgrids with rela-
tively small-sized renewable energy sources, as in the
case of CANREL, these sources are typically turned
off to curtail their output, as these units usually do
not have power control capabilities, operating only
in Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) control
mode.

� State 6—Load Curtailment : This state is called when
the battery is depleted and generation resources are
not enough to supply the load. Thus, the load is
limited to a level below the available generation re-
sources, and is kept in that state until the battery
reaches a level 20% higher than the minimum limit,
at which point the system goes back to State 4.

Each state has a polling action that is called every T
seconds (normally 300s), to update the values of the input
variables and trigger the evaluation of the set of rules of the
current state, and the possible transition to a new state.

3.2. Optimization-based EMS (OBEMS)

The OBEMS implements a UC model for this partic-
ular microgrid, based on the model proposed in [30], as
follows:

� Objective Function: The objective is the minimiza-
tion of generation costs over a future time horizon,
following a linear function which is calculated from
the heat rate of the diesel genset units. The start-
up and shut-down costs of the diesel units are also
incorporated, along with the costs incurred due to
any required curtailment of renewable generation re-
sources and loads. Mathematically, the minimization

problem of interest is:

minimize
∑
kt∈Tt

∑
d∈D

Jgen
d,kt

+
∑
kt∈Tt

Jcur
kt (1)

where

Jgen
d,kt

= (agdPd,kt + bgd)∆tkt + Csup
d Ud,kt + Csdn

d Vd,kt

Jcur
kt

=
(
Ccur

pvsP
cur
pvs,kt

+ Ccur
ws P

cur
ws,kt

+ Ccur
lb P cur

lb,kt

)
∆tkt

All variables and parameters in this and other equa-
tions are defined in the Nomenclature section at the
beginning of the paper. The next constraints are
enforced at all prediction times kt ∈ Tt.

� Load Balance: The following equation guarantees
that the load is properly supplied:

Pd1,kt + Pd2,kt + Pb,kt + Pws,kt + Ppvs,kt

−P cur
ws,kt

− P cur
pvs,kt

= Plb,kt − P cur
lb,kt

.
(3)

� Dispatchable Generation Output Limits: These con-
straints represent the limits of the diesel generators
and battery:

PdWd,kt
≤ Pd,kt

≤ PdWd,kt
, d ∈ D, (4a)

PbWb,kt ≤ Pb,kt ≤ PbWb,kt . (4b)

� Battery Active Power Decomposition: The following
equations first decompose the battery active power
signal into two positive components for charging and
discharging, and then guarantee that these two vari-
ables are complementary:

Pb,kt
= P out

b,kt
− P in

b,kt
, (5a)

P in
b,kt
⊥ P out

b,kt
. (5b)

� Diesel 1 Constraints: The following equations are
different from the typical unit commitment formu-
lation, since they correspond to a particular condi-
tion of the diesel genset in the CANREL microgrid
testbed:

Pd1,kt = KDd1,ktPd1 (6a)

Wd1,kt
KDd1 ≤ KDd1,kt

≤Wd1,kt
KDd1 (6b)

KDd1,kt
≥ KDd1,kt−1 − Vd1,kt

KDd1 (6c)

KDd1,kt
≤ KDd1,kt−1 + Ud1,kt

KDd1. (6d)

Since the diesel genset output cannot be changed
during the commitment period, this set of constraints
is used to recalculate the active power output each
time the generator is committed.

� Battery SoC Constraints: These equations represent
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State 5: Renewable Generation Curtailment

Input: SoC, Plb, Ppvs, Pws, stop
Output: Gcur, stop

1. if SoC<SoC-0.2 then
Gcur=0

2. else
Turn off wind and PV
Pd1=0 ; Pd2=0; Pb=Plb

State 2: Diesel 1

Input: SoC, Plb, Ppvs, Pws, KDd1, Drtd1, stop
Output: Pd1, Pd2, Pb, Vd1, Ud2, stop

1. if SoC>SoC+0.2 & Drtd1>Mupd1 & Enough reserves then
Turn off diesel genset 1 (Vd1=1)

2. else if Diesel 1 not enough for load balance || Not enough      
    reserves then

Turn on diesel genset 2 (Ud2=1)
3. else

Pd1=KDd1Pd1; Pd2=0; Pb=Plb-Ppvs-Pws-Pd1

State 1: Battery

Input: SoC, Plb, Ppvs, Pws, stop
Output: Pd1, Pd2, Pb, Ud1, Ud2, Gcur, KDd1, stop

1. if SoC>SoC then
Gcur=1

2. else if SoC<SoC & Plb>Pws+Ppvs || Not enough reserves then
Determine the required power to keep the power balance and 
a minimum charging level and calculate the cost for both 
diesel gensets. Then, turn on the cheapest unit (Ud1=1 or 
Ud2=1). If diesel genset 1 is commited, calculate dispatch 
factor (KDd1=max(0.3,min(1,(Plb-Ppvs-Pws+Pd1)/Pd1))

3. else 
Pd1=0; Pd2=0; Pb=Plb-Ppvs-Pws

State 3: Diesel 2

Input: SoC, Plb, Ppvs, Pws, Drtd2, stop
Output: Pd1, Pd2, Pb, Ud1, Vd2, KDd1, stop

1. if SoC>SoC+0.2 & Drtd2>Mupd2 & Enough reserves then
Turn off diesel genset 2 (Vd2=1)

2. else if Diesel 2 not enough for load balance || Not enough 
    reserves then

Turn on diesel genset 1 (Ud1=1) and calculate dispatch factor 
KDd1=max(0.3,min(1,(Plb-Ppvs-Pws-Pd2+Pd1)/Pd1))

3. else
Pd1=0; Pd2=max(Pd2, min(Pd2,(Plb-Ppvs-Pws+Pd2))
Pb=Plb-Ppvs-Pws-Pd2

State 4: Diesel 1 and 2

Input: SoC, Plb, Ppvs, Pws, Drtd1, Drtd2, KDd1, stop
Output: Vd1, Vd2, KDd1, Lcur, stop

1. if SoC>SoC+0.2 then
Determine if units have run for the minimum 
runtime, and then turn off the unit that has been running 
for a longer period (Vd1=1 or Vd2=1)

2. else if Diesel 1 and 2 not enough for load balance then
Lcur=1

3. else
Pd1=KDd1Pd1 
Pd2=max(Pd2, min(Pd2,(Plb-Ppvs-Pws-Pd1+Pd2))
Pb=Plb-Ppvs-Pws-Pd1-Pd2

State 6: Load Curtailment

Input: SoC, Plb, Ppvs, Pws, KDd1, stop
Output: KDd1, Lcur, stop

1. if SoC>SoC+0.2 then
Lcur=0

2. else
Pd1=KDd1Pd1
Pd2=Pd2
curtail load to Plb=min(Plb,Ppvs+Pws+Pd1+Pd2)
Pb=Plb-Ppvs-Pws-Pd1-Pd2
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Figure 3: State diagram of the RBEMS.

the SoC of the battery and its limits:

SoCb,kt+1 = SoCb,kt +

(
P in
b,kt

ηinb −
P out
b,kt

ηoutb

)
∆tkt ,

(7a)

SoCb ≤ SoCb,kt
≤ SoCb. (7b)

� Constraints for UC Variables: The following equa-
tions assure the correct sequence of turn-on and turn-
off signals for dispatchable diesel units in the micro-
grid:

Ud,kt
− Vd,kt

= Wd,kt
−Wd,kt−1, d ∈ D, (8a)

Ud,kt
+ Vd,kt

≤ 1, d ∈ D. (8b)

� Minimum Up-time and Down-time Constraints: The
following equations describe the minimum times that
diesel units should be turned on or off before chang-
ing to a new state:

kt−1∑
k̂t:tk̂t

=tkt−Mup,d

Wd,k̂t
∆tk̂t

−Mup,dVd,kt
≥ 0

(9a)

Mdn,d(1− Ud,kt)−
kt−1∑

k̂t:tk̂t
=tkt−Mdn,d

Wd,k̂t
∆tk̂t

≥ 0

(9b)

� Ramp-up and Ramp-down Constraints: The follow-
ing equations represent the diesel unit ramping limits
follow when they go from zero to full load, and from
full to zero:

Pd,kt+1 − Pd,kt
− Ud,kt+1Pd ≤ Rup,d∆tkt

(10a)

Pd,kt
− Pd,kt+1 − Vd,kt+1Pd ≤ Rdn,d∆tkt (10b)

� Load and Generation Curtailment : The following
equations define the curtailment levels for the wind
and PV simulators and the load bank:

P cur
ws,kt

= W cur
ws,kt

Pws,kt
(11a)

P cur
pvs,kt

= W cur
pvs,kt

Ppvs,kt (11b)

0 ≤ P cur
lb,kt
≤ Plb,kt

. (11c)

Note that the curtailment power from the PV and
wind simulators correspond to the total available
power, as these operate in MPPT mode, which means
that these simulators are turned off when the curtail-
ment signal W cur = 1.

� Minimum Spinning Reserve: The following equa-
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tions describe the minimum generation capacity that
should be committed to compensate for the varia-
tions in generation and load:∑

d∈D
Wd,kt

[Pd − Pd,kt
] +Wb,kt

[Pb − Pb,kt
] ≥

RspvsPpvs,kt +RswsPws,kt +RslbPlb,kt

(12)

As proposed in [30], the MPC method is used here to
tackle the uncertainties of renewables and loads. The op-
timization model is solved every 5 minutes with the most
recent forecasts for renewables and loads, and updated
measurements from the microgrid, but only the setpoints
calculated for the first time step are actually sent to the
dispatchable generators. To improve the solution speed of
the optimization model, a variable time step is considered
for the 24-hour look-ahead window, where Tt indexes the
prediction times forward from time t. Thus, the 30 min-
utes is divided in six steps of 5 min, the next 90 minutes
is divided in six steps of 15 min, the following 3 hours are
divided in six steps of 30 min, and the last 19 hours are
divided into 19 one-hour time steps.

3.3. EMSs Implementation at CANREL
The EMSs explained in the previous subsection were

implemented in the CANREL testbed to perform several
tests with various load and generation conditions. For
this purpose, an application in Python language was de-
veloped, integrating several commands for control and vi-
sualization. Since one of the main features of this ap-
plication was the use of open-source software, the pack-
age Pyomo for optimization problem modeling [34], and
the COIN-OR branch and cut (CBC) solver in [35] were
used in this implementation. The GLPK solver is another
possible free option to implement the EMS, but the CBC
solver was selected as it performs better for Mixed-integer
Linear Programming (MILP) problems [36]. To establish
the communication between the application and the mi-
crogrid broker server, the Paho client library for Python
in [37] was used to implement an MQTT client to translate
all the setpoints calculated with the EMS algorithms into
the corresponding topics available in the microgrid, and to
read all measurements of generation and load assets.

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was implemented to
ease the operation of the application. This GUI was coded
using PyQt library in Python [38], deploying the measure-
ments of the microgrid assets and allowing the user to
run independently different components of the microgrid.
The interface was divided into three parts: manual mode,
RBEMS, and OBEMS. In manual mode, each component
of the microgrid can be controlled independently using all
the available MQTT topics in the system. The purpose of
this mode is primarily diagnostic, to check that all mes-
sages are received correctly by the broker server, and that
the microgrid measurements are appropriately received.

The RBEMS mode includes four tabs. The first tab
allows the user to input the technical and cost parameters

 

Figure 4: Rule-based EMS tab.

of the diesel gensets and the battery. The second tab con-
tains toggle buttons to select the type of simulation and
the intervals for calculating new setpoints, as well as dis-
playing tables to show the current state of the system, the
last setpoints, and the last measurements. The third tab
includes all measurements and energy calculations of the
microgrid components, and the fourth tab shows the time
plots comparing the setpoints and actual measurements of
generation and loads. In the case of the OBEMS, the tab
has a very similar structure compared to the RBEMS, with
the main difference of an additional tab in the OBEMS
that shows the output of the solver in each iteration of the
MPC. An overview of the main RBEMS tab is presented
in Fig. 4.

4. Test Results and Discussion

In order to test the performance of the two EMS algo-
rithms previously discussed, two cases with different load
and generation conditions were designed, following the re-
newable and load curves depicted in Fig. 5 extracted from
[39]. The diesel genset unit of CANREL is a 90 kW DS-
GAA model with engine QSB7 from Cummins, and thus,
the heat rate data was taken from the corresponding spec-
ification sheet [40]. With this information, and taking
an average diesel price for Ontario for April 15 of 2019
of 1.23 CAD/L [41], the heat rate of the diesel genset
was approximated to a linear function equal to (0.34Pd1 +
7.08)∆tkt . For the second simulated diesel genset, the cost
function was assumed as (0.42Pd2+3.26)∆tkt , which, com-
pared to Diesel 1, gives a cheaper cost when the output is
less than 60 kW, and a more expensive value otherwise.
The start-up costs for both diesel gensets were assumed
to be 5 CAD and 7.5 CAD, and the shut down costs were
assumed to be 1.5 CAD and 2 CAD, respectively.

In the first test case (Case 1), the load is given a base
value of 60 kW, and the PV and wind curves are assigned
a base value of 25 kW. In the second test case (Case 2),
the base value for the load, PV, and wind generation is
50 kW. Note that the load and generation values do not
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Figure 5: Load and generation curves for testbed elements.

follow an optimal sizing procedure, with the load peak
value in Case 1 being chosen to be more than twice the
individual values of each renewable source, while in Case
2 the load and renewables peak values are equal, so that
two significantly different cases can be studied.

The MPC in the OBEMS assummes perfect forecasts,
based on the load and solar and wind generation curves of
Fig. 5, with the latter being integrated into the Wind Sim-
ulator, together with a Diesel 2 model. As demonstrated
in [42], assuming a perfect forecast in an MPC-based mi-
crogrid EMS will give the lowest cost result, from which
the effect of forecasting uncertainties can be studied, al-
though this is not the goal of this paper. Moreover, the
minimum and maximum SoC battery limits are set, with-
out loss of generality, to 25% and 90%, and the initial SoC
is assumed to be 50%.

The two aforementioned cases for both EMS algorithms
are first run in simulation mode and discussed in Section
4.1, to analyze the dispatch response, without sending the
set points to testbed elements. Then, the real testbed
measurements for two of the proposed experiments are pre-
sented in Section 4.2.

4.1. Simulations

The dispatch results for Case 1 are presented in Fig.
6. Note that the RBEMS commits Diesel 1 alone (State
2) three times, Diesel 2 alone (State 3) once, and both
Diesels 1 and 2 (State 4) once. In contrast, the OBEMS
commits Diesel 1 alone twice, Diesel 2 alone twice, and
does not commit simultaneously Diesels 1 and 2. Thus,
the start-up and shut-down costs of the OBEMS are lower
than the costs of the RBEMS, as shown in Table 1. How-
ever, the total delivered energy and thus, the total energy
costs are higher in the OBEMS, since the battery stores
more energy at the end of the period, as seen in the final
value of battery SoC in Table 1 and Fig. 6 (c). The extra
energy that is stored in the battery is explained by the
look-ahead window of the MPC approach implemented in
the OBEMS, since the forecasted load and renewable gen-
eration conditions for the next day, which are assumed to
be the same, will require this energy to achieve cost re-
ductions. Thus, to give a comparable framework between
both algorithms and account for the difference in deliv-
ered energy, the cost per kWh is calculated for all cases
and algorithms, as shown in the last row of Table 1. Note
that, for Case 1, the OBEMS gives a lower unitary value
of energy compared to the RBEMS, as expected.

Table 1: Total costs and energy consumption for different tests.
Case 1 Case 2

RBEMS OBEMS RBEMS OBEMS
Total delivered 980.89 1047.36 917.41 853.76
energy [kWh]
Total diesel 478.12 544.59 0 0
energy [kWh]
Final SoC [%] 28.43 63.54 80.55 46.89
Total curtailed 0 0 88.13 151.78
generation [kWh]
Total diesel energy 219.58 240.89 - -
cost [CAD]
Total start-up and 45 32 - -
shut-down costs [CAD]
Total diesel cost [CAD] 264.58 272.89 - -
Total diesel cost/kWh 0.55 0.50 - -
[CAD/kWh]
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Figure 6: Dispatch results for Case 1: (a) RBEMS, (b) OBEMS, and
(c) Battery SoC.

The results for Case 2 are presented in Fig. 7. In both
scenarios the diesel gensets are never committed, as the
renewable generation and the battery are enough to sup-
ply the load demand. The RBEMS curtails the renewable
generation twice during the day, since the battery SoC
reaches the maximum limit and the surplus energy can-
not be appropriately stored. The OBEMS curtails more
energy than the RBEMS, as illustrated in Table 1, due to
the effect of the look-ahead window in this approach. As
seen in Fig. 7(b), the OBEMS starts curtailing renewables
at the beginning of the day, whereas the RBEMS only does
it around noon, when the SoC of the battery reaches the
maximum limit. Note that, just after 12:00, PV and wind
are curtailed and the battery is discharged in the OBEMS
case, even though the renewable generation is sufficient to
supply the load demand. This is due to the existing PV
and wind systems only accepting on/off commands, i.e.,
they cannot be operated at reduced power. Furthermore,
the dispatch decisions are not only taken based on the cur-
rent system conditions, but also based future conditions
via the MPC approach. Current set-points therefore take
into consideration the load, generation, and storage con-
straints at future times. At the end of the day, the OBEMS
keeps the battery SoC closer to the initial value, whereas
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Figure 7: Dispatch results for Case 2: (a) RBEMS, (b) OBEMS, and
(c) Battery SoC.

the RBEMS reaches a value that is close to the maximum
limit. Because of this, the curtailment on the RBEMS will
be higher than the OBEMS in the next operating day.

4.2. Testbed Measurements

The actual measurements on CANREL for the RBEMS
algorithm in Case 1 are presented in Fig. 8. The afore-
mentioned setpoints produced by the EMS algorithm were
sent to the CANREL assets every 15 s, instead of 5 min,
to speed up the simulation for the 24 h curve; thus, a
full simulation of 288 points was completed in 72 min, as
reflected in the two time axis. Fig. 8(a) depicts the re-
sponse of the load bank, which is composed of switchable
resistance banks of 5 kW per step, explaining the mis-
match between the setpoint and the actual measurement.
Fig. 8(b) presents the results for Diesel 1, where the unit
is committed four times, with the power levels remaining
constant when the unit is committed, as explained previ-
ously in Sect. 3.2; these are always higher than 60 kW,
as the cost function makes this unit cheaper at this out-
put level. Moreover, observe a delay between the setpoint
and the actual measurement, which is more noticeable the
second time the unit is committed, and can be attributed
to the communication system and the diesel genset con-
troller. The battery response is seen in Fig. 8(c), which
presents a very good match between the setpoint and the
actual measurement.

Fig. 8(d) shows the response of the Wind Simulator,
which follows the sum of three setpoints: Diesel 2, and
simulated PV and wind power, as previously mentioned.
The actual response of the wind simulator is very close to
the setpoint, as expected, with a slightly higher mismatch
compared to the battery.

Fig.8(e) presents the measurements of the PV array
and the wind turbine. Note that the total output of the PV
array does not surpass 2 kW or 20% of the peak capacity,
since this test was carried out during a cloudy day. More-
over, the wind turbine output is always negative, which

represents the losses of the connection transformer, as the
wind speed during the period of the test in the microgrid
location was very low.

Finally, the measurements at the grid connection point
are presented in Fig. 8(f), since the tests were performed
in grid-connected mode because of control and protection
system’s constraints on the testbed, which do not allow
it to operate in isolated mode, and also because the main
focus of the paper is the implementation and analysis of
different EMSs, rather than the study of the operation and
response of the microgrid and its components in different
connection modes, as discussed in [31]. This curve repre-
sents the mismatch between generation and load, due to
the EMS time intervals and the differences and delays be-
tween the setpoints and the actual measurements of differ-
ent microgrid components. If the same test is carried out in
isolated mode, all these differences would have been com-
pensated by the primary controllers of the battery and/or
Diesel 1 to maintain the system frequency and voltage.

The testbed results for the OBEMS algorithm in Case
2 are depicted in Fig. 9, under the same aforementioned
testing conditions for Case 1 RBEMS. The setpoints and
the measurements in this case are also close together, even
though the setpoints for the battery and the wind sim-
ulator vary more often because of the curtailment com-
mands calculated by the OBEMS. Moreover, solar condi-
tions were better during this test, as the PV array output,
presented in Fig. 9(e), reached values above 8 kW for
a large portion of the simulation run. A noticeable de-
lay occured at some points during the simulation, due to
the optimization solver taking longer than the 15 s run-
ning window that was set up for the simulation. This
particular condition was seen when the load curve was in-
creasing between 6 am and 10 am, with the MPC runs
for some points in this interval taking between 40 s and
5.5 min to be solved, which would not be a significant
problem in a real application, since the solution intervals
would be 5 min or longer. We observe that there are 15
charge/discharge and 15 discharge/charge transitions over
288 setpoints. As the battery current is always below 1C,
these changes do not degrade the battery. If desired how-
ever, additional constraints to limit the number of battery
operations could be added to both EMS formulations to
reduce possible battery degradation.

Due to existing hardware and software within the CAN-
REL, actuation and communication delays were found to
be significant. Two boxplots are used here to represent the
measured response delays of different testbed components,
and are presented in Figs. 10 and 11. These delays are
computed as the difference between the setpoint times-
tamp and the corresponding response timestamp, mea-
sured on the device circuit breaker (e.g., the response de-
lay of the battery bank was measured at CB108). These
delays also represent the performance of the communica-
tion link, the MQTT protocol, and the device controller
in response to dispatch setpoints. Observe in Fig. 10 that
the response delay medians of different testbed elements
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Figure 8: Response of different testbed elements for Case 1 RBEMS: (a) load bank, (b) diesel genset, (c) battery bank, (d) wind simulator,
(e) PV array and wind turbine, and (f) grid connection point.
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Figure 9: Response of different testbed elements for Case 2 OBEMS : (a) load bank, (b) diesel genset, (c) battery bank, (d) wind simulator,
(e) PV array and wind turbine, and (f) grid connection point.
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Figure 10: Response delays of different testbed elements for Case 1
RBEMS.

in Case 1 RBEMS are: 2.63 s for the battery bank, 3.61 s
for the load bank, 9.48 s for the diesel genset, and 5.58 s
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Figure 11: Response delays of different testbed elements for Case 2
OBEMS.

for the wind simulator. On the other hand, for Case 2
OBEMS in Fig. 11, the response delay medians are: 3.09 s
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for the battery bank, 3.70 s for the load bank, and 5.57 s
for the wind simulator. The median response delays in
both test cases are very similar and expected; in particu-
lar, the diesel genset — whose delays are only computed in
Case 1 RBEMS, as it is not dispatched in Case 2 OBEMS
— has a median response delay of 9.48 s, which is consis-
tent with the response time of 10 s that is expected for
this generator model [40]. However, observe in Fig. 10
that the diesel genset response delay presents an outlier
of 34.57 s, which is far from the median and is associated
with the first turn-on command after being inactive, thus
taking longer to warm up and inject active power to the
microgrid.

In terms of computation times, from 288 optimization
points calculated in Case 2 OBEMS, 2 of optimization
points took more than 100 s (the maximum computation
time was 318.15 s), 32 points took between 10 s and 100 s,
48 points took between 10 s and 1 s, and the remaining 206
points took less than 1 s. These times are acceptable, and
are consistent with the considered 5 min interval windows
used in the OBEMS. For Case 1 RBEMS, only 6 out of
288 dispatch points took between 1 s and 10 s (the maxi-
mum was 7.33 s), while the remaining 282 points took less
than 1 s, which is to be expected given the simplicity of
the calculations inside the RBEMS.

4.3. Discussion

The computational requirements of the RBEMS are
lower than the OBEMS, as the former follows simple se-
quential logic rules, whereas the latter uses optimization
solvers that may require significant computational resources
as the number of variables and the size of the look-ahead
window increases. The performance of the RBEMS de-
pends largely on translating the microgrid operation ex-
perience into an appropriate sets of rules; this can be time
consuming, as the operator must identify in practice the
typical and emergency conditions of the microgrid. In con-
trast, the performance of the OBEMS depends largely on
the tools available for solving the optimization problem
and accurate forecasts, even though some operator expe-
rience is also required for tuning the technical parameters
of the optimization model. If the OBEMS receives reason-
able forecasts and the optimization problem can be solved
reliably, it can reduce the operating costs more easily than
the RBEMS, and can also integrate other technical and en-
vironmental constraints, such as battery degradation and
emissions. Thus, for practical EMS applications, both al-
gorithms can be combined in such a way that the RBEMS
takes control of the microgrid when the OBEMS is not able
to find a solution in a specified solution window, as was
experienced during the Case 2 OBEMS testing. To imple-
ment this approach, the optimization solution time in the
OBEMS should be continually monitored and compared
to a maximum limit so that, when this limit is surpassed,
the RBEMS solves the current dispatch point considering
the latest microgrid conditions.

The MQTT standard in the testbed showed a good
performance in terms of latency. It usually took less than
1 s from the moment the setpoints were generated to the
instant a response message produced by the broker server
was received, which is fast enough for correct EMS op-
eration. Moreover, the subscribe/publish pattern of this
protocol facilitates the EMS development and implemen-
tation, as well as the integration of new hardware into
the microgrid, since the topics for control and measure-
ments can be reproduced and adapted without much ef-
fort. However, MQTT relies on a client/server topology
for message distribution, which compared to other proto-
cols used in smart grid applications, such as those included
in the standard IEC 61850, may not be suitable for fast
microgrid control and protection [43].

From this study, some considerations for microgrid de-
velopment and implementation can be identified in terms
of facilitating the integration of an EMS system. Thus,
apart from the optimal selection and sizing of generation
and storage resources, it is important to clearly define
the measurement, communication, and computation re-
quirements. As a first step, the electrical variables to be
measured, the frequency of measurement, and the correct
location of measuring devices should be properly identi-
fied, as these vary according to the EMS algorithm to be
implemented. Then, a communication protocol that fa-
cilitates the integration of control and measuring devices
from different vendors, and has a good response time for
EMS, should be selected; in this study, the MQTT stan-
dard, which was primarily designed for IoT applications,
showed a good performance. Finally, the hardware re-
quired to process the measurement signals, solve the EMS
algorithms, and send the set points to the microgrid’s com-
ponents in a convenient time should be carefully selected,
considering that algorithms such as the OBEMS require
more computational resources to guarantee correct micro-
grid operation.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented the implementation and testing of
two EMS algorithms on the CANREL microgrid testbed.
The first algorithm comprised several rules that were de-
signed to maintain the normal balance of load and gener-
ation with the help of a battery bank, while reducing the
utilization of diesel gensets, whereas the second algorithm
followed a UC model that minimized the total operation
costs of the microgrid. Both algorithms were coded in
Python, using different open-source libraries for GUI de-
sign, optimization, and communication. The tests on the
CANREL showed a better performance of the OBEMS in
terms of unitary energy costs, exhibiting typical issues in
microgrid operation, such as communication delays and
mismatches between the setpoints and real measurements,
which are common in real implementations and should be
considered in EMS controller design. Future work includes
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the improvement of the EMS tests by including uncer-
tainty in renewables emulation, and the effect of primary
controllers in isolated mode operation.
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